Adjunct Faculty Development Workshops

AFD101 - Outstanding Online Instruction Orientation
AFD102 - Outstanding Online Instruction Mentoring
AFD104 - Dual Enrollment Faculty Orientation
AFD105 - Outstanding Hybrid Instruction Orientation
AFD106 - Print/Mixed Media Orientation

AFD210 - Online Teaching and Learning
AFD215 - Online Teaching and Learning II
AFD215 - Online Teaching and Learning II

AFD225 - Rio's Critical Thinking Rubric
AFD226 - Rio's Reading Rubric
AFD227 - Rio's Information Literacy Rubric
AFD228 - Rio's Oral Communication Rubric
AFD230 - Rio's Writing Rubric

AFD235 - Principles of Learning
AFD236 - Course Development at Rio
AFD237 - Developing Lessons and Assessments at Rio
AFD238 - Developing Activities at Rio
AFD239 - Developing GEAR at Rio

AFD240 - Student Engagement Utilizing Technology
AFD242 - Supporting the Whole Student
AFD243 - Supporting the Student Veteran
AFD244 - Supporting Students with Disabilities
AFD245 - Teaching the Underprepared Student
AFD255 - Understanding the Student Grievance Process
AFD259 - Foundations of Domestic Violence

AFD265 - Behaviorist Learning Theory
AFD266 - Cognitivist Learning Theory
AFD267 - Humanistic Learning Theory
AFD268 - Constructivist Learning Theory

AFD280 - Adult Development I
AFD281 - Adult Development II
AFD282 - Introduction to the Adult Learner
AFD283 - Teaching Methods for the Adult Learner I
AFD284 - Teaching Methods for the Adult Learner II
AFD285 - Coaching Across Generations
AFD286 - Introduction to Coaching: Theory to Practice I
AFD287 - Introduction to Coaching: Theory to Practice II
AFD288 - Motivating Adult Learners